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There are three words that are among the most commonly confused words in English: too, to, and two. 

Too: This is an adverb meaning also or a large amount. 

Example 1: She likes purple too. 
Example 2: There are too many people in line. 

To: This may be a preposition meaning in a specific direction or a part of a relationship. It may also be part of 
an infinitive verb. This word may also act as an adverb meaning closing or waking.

Example 1: We went to the store. 
Example 2: The dog wants to go outside.
Example 3: The doctor brought him to with smelling salts.

Two: This is a noun for the number 2. 

Example 1: She ate two cookies. 

Choose too, to, or two to complete each sentence.

1. School ended at _______________________ o’clock yesterday. 

2. The teacher gave us _______________________ much homework  

3. On Saturday the family will go _______________________ the movies.  

4. He came _______________________ when they threw water on his face.

5. I was _______________________ late to catch the bus.  

6. Mrs. Valles has _______________________ cats. 

7. Ellen wants _______________________ be in the play. 

8. The wasp flew _______________________ its nest. 

9. Do you like apples _______________________? 

10. They bought _______________________ bottles of juice. 

Commonly Confused Words: Too vs. To vs. Two

Name: _________________________
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